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1. Problems in determining the methods used to communicate between continental Europe and Scandinavia in the early Middle Ages

The Spoleto Symposium, held in 2004, was remarkable for the fact that attending historians discussed certain problems of communication in the early middle ages. Since the 19th century, linguists and philologists have expanded our knowledge of medieval forms of communication, but the proceedings of the Symposium were still able to shed new light on some aspects of how languages functioned in a historical context. Regrettably, however, no articles devoted to Scandinavian cases were published in the proceedings.

Why were Scandinavian cases excluded whenever any problems of communication in the early middle ages were discussed? Some reasons are immediately obvious. First, the Scandinavians communicated with each other in a different language from many other European cultures at this time. What we now call ‘Old Norse’ was the common language throughout Scandinavia at that time. Since it is one of the North Germanic languages, the Scandinavians could—by and large—make themselves understood to those who used Old English or Old German, whereas they had more difficulty in communicating with those who used Romance languages. Second, the Scandinavians used a different script to the Latin alphabet. Their own alphabet was runic, and is now known as the ‘futhark’. According to a recent study, the runes were created in the territory between the Roman world and the Germanic one somewhere around the first or second century CE. The futhark consisted of 24 letters up until the eighth century, when the number of the letters drastically decreased to 16. Third, no contemporary written documents have been transmitted to the present day. The earliest original document extant in Scandinavia is a Danish royal charter issued in 1134.

2. For example, see Michel Banniard, Viva voce. Communication écrite et communication orale du IVe au IXe siècle en Occident latin. Paris 1992.
5. However the runes still remained in part of the Netherland and the Anglo-Saxon England.
while the earliest copy is a charter granted to Lund cathedral in 1085. If we include the royal charters which Cnut, who reigned both in England and in Denmark, issued in England, then the earliest extant document dates back to 1018. Apart from these documents, runic inscriptions and skaldic verses are the only accessible Scandinavian written sources from early medieval times.

Does this mean that Scandinavia was an isolated region, stuck out on a remote European peninsula in the early middle ages? Did the Scandinavians constitute their own social system, which was exclusive to the outer countries? Recent studies do not support such an outdated view. As the Danish archaeologist Ulla Lund Hansen has found, many Roman products were imported into Scandinavia, and, in addition, a large amount of Roman coins have been discovered. These facts lead us to the assumption that the Scandinavians went over the borders between their countries and the Roman world, probably as mercenaries or merchants, at least until late antiquity. From the eighth century onwards, the Scandinavians at that time, that is the so-called Vikings, invaded western Europe in waves. And after they had left their own lands, the Scandinavians not only ravaged cities and churches for booty, but also traded as merchants, were hired as mercenaries, received baptism, married with native women and even settled in the lands they reached.

For their part, the Carolingians and the Ottonians also wanted to learn about Scandinavia, which was a terra incognita for them, and, furthermore, they tried to incorporate it into their own world, that is: Christianitas. A new bishopric established in Hamburg in 831 was nothing less than a strategic beachhead for accomplishing this goal. Ansgar’s missions to Scandinavia, recorded by Rimbert, brought new information about Scandinavia to continental intellectuals. Regular contact with Scandinavia through the missions that succeeded the foundation of this bishopric, and which were supported by the late Carolingian and Ottonian kings, led to the gathering of more information about Scandinavia. Three bishoprics, that is Slesvig, Ribe and Aarhus, were recorded in the territory of Denmark in 965.

Archaeology has long been the mainstream of research into the relationship between Scandinavia and the continent in the early middle ages. The names of the great scholars Holger

---

8 These two types of historical sources are difficult to apply to historical study. See Judith Jesch, Ships and Men in the Late Viking Age: The Vocabulary of Runic Inscriptions and Skaldic Verse. Woodbridge 2001; Minoru Ozawa, “Rune stones create a political landscape: Towards a methodology for the application of runology to Scandinavian political history in the late Viking Age.” HERSETEC: Journal of Hermeneutic Study and Education of Textual Configuration 1–1 (2007), pp. 43–62 & 2–1 (2008), pp. 65–85.
Arbman and Herbert Jankuhn stand out here. Because of the paucity of written sources, history has been conditioned with affording Scandinavia only cursory attention, regardless of the existence of classical publications by Johannes Steenstrup, Ferdinand Lot, Albert d’Haenens, J. M. Wallace-Hadrill and Horst Zettel. However, since 1990 the situation has changed. Janet Nelson, Simon Coupland, Judith Jesch, Niels Lund, Rodulph Dreillard and Ildar Garipzanov have published, in rapid sequence, important articles focused on the relationship between Scandinavia and the continent. Their contributions based mostly on the testimony found in the chronicles and annals of the Carolingian times have most certainly widened our field of view, but it does not seem to me that the work has given us a deep insight into this fundamental question.

My article is focused on this very issue: how the Scandinavians, the Carolingians and the Ottonians communicated with each other. The next section of this article treats with the concrete issue of negotiations; the third section looks at the contents of these negotiations; and the final section treats the problem of interpreting legal documents by the Scandinavians in the early middle ages. Before proceeding further, I will remark on two restrictions to this discussion. First, we can only cover the negotiations of elites with elites: the common people are excluded. As I have mentioned, Scandinavian merchants and mercenaries had a well-established status from the Roman era onwards. No doubt they would have acquired their own skills of negotiation, in order to collect any necessary information and make themselves known to others. Regrettably, there is very little information about those of lesser status.

Second, our discussion is limited to the relationship between Denmark and the continent. The reason is that geopolitical conditions vary considerably in each region of Scandinavia, consisting of modern-day Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Norway faces the North Sea and Sweden the Baltic Sea, whereas Denmark is situated at the crossroads between the two seas, a place where many different groups moved through ceaselessly. Furthermore, the Jutlandic peninsula of Denmark is the only country neighboring the continental kingdoms. This distinguishes Denmark from the other two Scandinavian countries. Major groups from Roman civilization flowed into Scandinavia through the peninsula, and the boundary between the continent and the peninsula was thus a contact point between the two cultures. This leads to that the situation of the Danes is the one recorded in the final section of this article treats with the concrete issue of negotiations; the third section looks at the contents of these negotiations; and the final section treats the problem of interpreting legal documents by the Scandinavians in the early middle ages. Before proceeding further, I will remark on two restrictions to this discussion. First, we can only cover the negotiations of elites with elites: the common people are excluded. As I have mentioned, Scandinavian merchants and mercenaries had a well-established status from the Roman era onwards. No doubt they would have acquired their own skills of negotiation, in order to collect any necessary information and make themselves known to others. Regrettably, there is very little information about those of lesser status.

Second, our discussion is limited to the relationship between Denmark and the continent. The reason is that geopolitical conditions vary considerably in each region of Scandinavia, consisting of modern-day Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Norway faces the North Sea and Sweden the Baltic Sea, whereas Denmark is situated at the crossroads between the two seas, a place where many different groups moved through ceaselessly. Furthermore, the Jutlandic peninsula of Denmark is the only country neighboring the continental kingdoms. This distinguishes Denmark from the other two Scandinavian countries. Major groups from Roman civilization flowed into Scandinavia through the peninsula, and the boundary between the continent and the peninsula was thus a contact point between the two cultures. This leads to that the situation of the Danes is the one recorded in the contemporary written sources. Taking into consideration these points, we can easily understand that
A geopolitical situation has given a special historical context to Denmark above all the Scandinavian kingdoms.  

2. Was Denmark part of western Europe?

I have stated that Scandinavia, and especially Denmark, was not an isolated region, but had regular contact with western Europe. In this section I concentrate on the concrete matter of this communication. Past generations of research have focused mainly on two points of discussion regarding the means of negotiating between the Danes and the Carolingians or the Ottonians. First, the Carolingians invited the Danes to their court and baptized them, as in the case of Harald Klak’s visit to Louis the Pious: this is historiography focused on the civilizing of the pagan barbarians. The second demonstrates that the Carolingians and the Ottonians required the Danes to pay tribute after the former won conflicts with the latter: this is historiography in terms of the exploitation of the loser by the winner.

Why did past generations mainly discuss these two patterns of historiography? One of the reasons is to do with the problems of Carolingian and Ottonian historiography: communication between the Danes and the continental kingdoms did not matter to contemporary historians, especially the ones who edited the Royal Frankish Annals or the Fulda annals in the royal intellectual circle. They described the ravages of the Danes in great detail, and emphasized both the extent of the destruction wrought by the Danes and the influence of their own kings, who were sponsored by the Danes. However, we have to be more conscious of the historiography. Historical sources reflect the interests and attitudes of the historiographers to the events which were happening at the time, and consequently the events which the historiographers are not interested in drop out of the text of the history they narrate: narrative historical text is a construction that is reflection of the interests of a producer of the text. Assuming this is so, we have to investigate Carolingian and Ottonian historiography based on our own interests, and stay away from the contemporary historiographers, in order to understand the nature of communication between the Danes and the continental kings. There are fragmentary pieces of which we can use, but few other clues.

I will focus on the case of the peace-making between Charlemagne and Hemmings, king of the Danes, which is recorded in the entry for 811 in the Royal Frankish Annals.

Peace was concluded between the emperor and Hemmings, king of the Danes, only by oath of weapons, because of the severe winter which closed the road to and from. When the road which was frozen was opened in the spring, 12 magnates of the Franks, and the same number of the Danes, gathered over the Eider River … and concluded the peace.
made by oath according to their ritual and custom.\textsuperscript{31}

After these sentences, 11 Frankish names and 11 Danish ones are recorded.\textsuperscript{32} According to the historiographer, two successive rituals of oaths for peace-making—that is, the oath conducted “only by weapons” in winter and the one conducted “according to their ritual and custom”—are made. We cannot recognize the detailed description of the scenes describing the oath ritual in the text, but can accept the fact that a form of communication, or at least of peace-making, through the legal act of oath was established between the Franks and the Danes when anything happened. Of course, as Philippe Buc has suggested, each ritual functions in its own context.\textsuperscript{33} This leads us to the assumption that the 811 oath ritual was not the only means of communication between the Danes and the Franks, and, furthermore, that the ritual changed its meaning when the context changed, even if it seems to be the same. If there were more time, I would discuss the process of the peace-making scene and its implications here, but now we must be content with the fact that there was an established form of communication between the two parties. The Carolingians established the way of communication with the Danes in nearly the same way as with other European countries.

Another way of communication can also be testified to by consulting some historical records: this was the exchange of legates. The famous cases of international legation—between the Carolingians or the Ottonians and the Byzantine Empire or the Islamic world—are easily remembered;\textsuperscript{34} we should also note that the Carolingians and the Ottonians often dispatched their legates to neighboring, lesser powers, and received the legates of the Danes and the Slavs. For example, during the reign of Louis the Pious, Archbishop Ebbo of Reims organized legates and was sent to the Normans in 823;\textsuperscript{35} similarly, the emperor received the legates of the Danes at Frankfurt in 822\textsuperscript{36} and Tillonville in 831.\textsuperscript{37} This sequence of exchange, and presence of legates in king’s council or in court, continued until the age of the Ottonians. For example, the legates dispatched by neighbouring kingdoms including Denmark as well as Islamic world, the Byzantine empire and the papacy were received in the council of Quedlinburg in 973.\textsuperscript{38} This leads us to the understanding that the exchange of legates was a permanent institution that ensured the continuance of the relationship between the Danes and the continent.

This would lead us to the tentative conclusion that the ritual of peace-making and the exchange of legates constituted a form of communication for the Danes in nearly the same way as it did for the

\textsuperscript{31} Reinhold Rau (ed.), Quellen zur karolingischen Reichsgeschichte, Teil 1, Berlin 1955, Die Reichsannalen, anno 811 (p. 96–98): Condicta inter imperatorem et Hemmingum Danorum regem pac propter hiemis asperitatem, quae inter partes commenandi viam claudebat, in armis tantum iurata servarat, donec redeunte veris temperete et asperis viis, quae immannitatem frigoris clause fuerunt, congruenti tribus ex utraque parte utrusque gentis, Francorum scilicet et Danorum, XII primoribus super fluvium Egidoram in loco, qui vocatur..., datis vicissim secundum ritum ac morem suum sacramentis pac confirmator.


\textsuperscript{35} Reinhold Rau (ed.), Quellen zur karolingischen Reichsgeschichte, Teil 1, Berlin 1955, Die Reichsannalen, anno 822 (p. 130): Ibique generali conventu congregato necessaria quaese ad utilitatem orientalium partium regni sui pertinentia more solemni com optimatibus, quos ad hoc evocare iussert, tractare curavit. In quo conventu omnium orientalium Sclavorum, id est Abodritorum, Soraborum, Wilzorum, Beheurmorum, Marvanorum, Praedeneccentorum, et in Pannonia residentium Abarum legationes cum muneribus ad se directas audivit. Quos ad hoc evocare iussert, tractare curavit. In quo conventu omnium orientalium Sclavorum, id est Abodritorum, Soraborum, Wilzorum, Beheurmorum, Marvanorum, Praedeneccentorum, et in Pannonia residentium Abarum legationes cum muneribus ad se directas audivit.

\textsuperscript{36} Reinhold Rau (ed.), Quellen zur karolingischen Reichsgeschichte, Teil 1, Berlin 1955, Die Reichsannalen, anno 822 (p. 130): Ibique generali conventu congregato necessaria quaese ad utilitatem orientalium partium regni sui pertinentia more solemni com optimatibus, quos ad hoc evocare iussert, tractare curavit. In quo conventu omnium orientalium Sclavorum, id est Abodritorum, Soraborum, Wilzorum, Beheurmorum, Marvanorum, Praedeneccentorum, et in Pannonia residentium Abarum legationes cum muneribus ad se directas audivit.

other Christian kingdoms, the Byzantine empire and the Islamic world. Of course, we have to admit that both the ritual and the legation of the Danes to the Carolingians and the Ottonians were not as magnificent as those of the Ottonians to the Byzantine Empire, as described in *Antapodosis* by Liutprand of Cremona, and were different from the ones of Poland or Bohemia neighbouring to the Ottonians. However, the important thing to note is that we have a record of the fact that the Danes, who were supposedly pagan barbarians, were able to establish a standard form of communication with the Carolingians and the Ottonians. This fact should not be overlooked. Denmark, then, was not an isolated region but part of western Europe—if not of *Christianitas*—in the early middle ages.

3. Contents of the negotiations: The fixing of boundaries, trade agreements and the permission to convert

3.1. Fixing of boundaries

A king’s council was held in Paderborn in 816, at which various neighboring princes gathered. Certain historical sources testify that this council took place, including the *Deeds of Louis the Pious* by Thegan, who relates the following.

In the second year of his reign, Louis held his council in the territory of Saxony. He decided a lot of good things. The legate of the Danes came to him to establish peace, and all the pagan peoples around also came to him. The above-mentioned Bernhardus, who was dispatched to Italy, came to him. Louis confirmed the boundaries between his kingdom and each region and came back to his palace of Achen, where he passed the winter.

Here we see that some legates, including those of the Danes, arrived at the council of Paderborn, where the emperor decided the boundaries of the Danes in the north, the Slavs in the east and Bernhard in Italy. It is regrettable that detailed process of the transaction was not recorded, and it is unknown whether it was proposed by the Danes or the emperor. However, since the fixing of boundaries is one of the most important problems among different nations, it is supposed that some ritualized transactions would be done.

The belongingness of the territory between the Jutlandic peninsula and the continent remained long in dispute. After 30 years attempt to surrender the Saxons by Charlemagne, Louis the Pious established the bishopric of Hamburg as a beachhead of mission to the North. The Danes, on the other hand, constructed the great wooden wall called Danevirke at the bottom of the Jutlandic peninsula in the eighth century, and repaired it repeatedly. This wall was a notable construction, which divided the kingdom of the Danes and the territory of the Saxons. In spite of this, however, the Danes sometimes invaded Saxony. The destruction of Hamburg in 845 was one of the most

41 Denmark became a Christianized state around 960. Accordingly diplomatic attitudes to other countries by Denmark before 960 were different from the ones after 960.
remarkable cases. The establishment of a fixed boundary, as related by Thegan, seemed to have been intended to bring temporal stability to the disputed boundary between the Frankish kingdom and the kingdom of the Danes.

3.2. Agreement of trade

A description of the king’s council of Bürstadt in the entry for 873 in the *Fulda annals* is as follows.

Legates of Sigifrid, king of the Danes, came to conclude peace in the territory between theirs and the Saxons in order that merchants of the two kingdoms could move without danger, transport articles and sell and buy them peacefully. Here it is stated that Louis the German transacted with the legates of Sigifrid, king of the Danes in order to remain in peace for the sake of trade between Denmark and Germany. This description is one of the rare testimonies that suggest that there were Danish merchants.

Trade was activated in Denmark in 9th century. As Herbert Jankuhn stated in his famous book, there prospered Hedeby, the largest trading site which was situated at the eastern edge of the above-mentioned Danevirke, which faces the Baltic Sea. This trading site held the good location at the crossroad of transportation between the North Sea and the Baltic Sea. The prosperity of Hedeby, where a lot of merchants gathered, was described in the ninth century by Rimbert, in his *Life of Ansgar*; it was also described in the Old English version of Orosius’ *History*, and also in the travel account made by Ibrahim Ibn Jacbi.

From the account written in the *Fulda annals* we learn the kingship secured the peace of trade between the Danish and continental merchants. In addition, the name of Sigtryg in two rune stones in Hedeby and the name of Swein Forkbeard in the other two rune stones are recorded. Hedeby was deeply connected with the kingship of the Danes. This fact suggests that each king—and particularly the Danish king—regarded the wealth produced by the trade between the North Sea and the Baltic Sea as essential in his efforts to maintain his dynasty, which basically lacked a sufficient number of estates compared to the royal houses on the continent.

Another source describing the trade between Denmark and the continent, and which does not concern the Carolingians and the Ottonians, can be added: the *Deeds of the Norman Dukes*, written...
by William of Jumièges in the twelfth century.

A treaty of continuous peace was then concluded between them, according to which the kings of the Danes and the dukes of the Normans, as well as their heirs in the future, would maintain permanent peace; the Danes would sell their booty in Normandy. If a Dane were ill or wounded and in need of his friends’ help he would be securely looked after by the Normans as if he were at home. To ensure that the treaty was firm and lasting both princes sanctioned it on each side by means of oaths. (Trans. E. van Houts)

Here we learn of the treaty concluded by Swein Forkbeard, king of Denmark, and Duke Richard of Normandy around the year 1000. This treaty is recorded not in the original manuscript, but in the later narrative source by William of Jumièges, which has inclined some historians to doubt the authenticity of this treaty. It is, however, undeniable that the Scandinavians, the majority of whom were Danes, had ceaselessly communicated with Normandy as traders long after they first settled there in the tenth century. Rouen was trading center where merchants from the British Isles, the continent and Scandinavia gathered. Normandy under the reign of Richard was in peace during the turmoil caused by the Scandinavians in England, Ireland and the continent. When we take such a situation in Normandy into consideration, it is no wonder that the Scandinavians needed Normandy in order to sell their booty and to give security to the wounded.

3.3. Permission to convert

In Book 2, chapter 29 of the Deeds of the Archbishops of Hamburg, Adam of Bremen tells us that the archbishop Liaviso sent legates to the Danish king, Swein Forkbeard.

Like his predecessors, he prosecuted his mission to the heathen with great zeal even though he was hindered by evil days. At that time, while King Svein was preparing a fierce persecution of the Christians in Denmark, the archbishop is said through suppliant legates and by frequent gifts to have endeavored to mollify the king’s ferocious spirit in regard to the Christians.

(Trans. Francis J. Tschan)

If we accept the chronology reconstructed in the Deeds, the year of this dispatching of legates is 988, when Otto 2 reigned. As the Jelling rune stones also testify, the Christianization of Denmark had 52

---


started. The most significant figure in the entire program of Christianization was Harald Bluetooth, father of Swein,\(^{58}\) and as a result of his activities Denmark was a Christian kingdom which had four bishoprics in Slesvig, Ribe, Aarhus and Odense. In spite of contemporary estimation that Denmark remained still in paganism, the church system prepared by Harald functioned even in the reign of Swein Forkbeard who was often recorded as pagan Viking leader.

We should also acknowledge the fact that the archbishopric of Hamburg sent legates to Denmark. According to the schema emphasized by past generations, the Carolingians and the Ottonians baptized the kings of the Danes, Christianized the pagans, and, sometimes, received tribute. However, the description found in the *Deeds* tells a different story, revealing that the legates of the archbishop were dispatched to the court of Denmark with gifts. Here we might remember some other examples of Carolingian and Ottonian missions. Though he followed the baptized Harald Klak, Ansgar was refused entry into Denmark in the first mission to Scandinavia,\(^{59}\) and, according to the Book 1 chapter 59 of the *Deeds*, Unni, the archbishop of Hamburg, was also denied entry into Denmark.\(^{60}\) The archbishops of Hamburg did not always succeed in their missions to Scandinavia.

Why did the archbishops of Hamburg Christianize Denmark? Certain reasons present themselves. First, as Arnold Angenendt has insisted, the missions led by the archbishops were supported by the emperors, who regarded themselves as responsible for the Christianization of the pagans (the Carolingians and the Ottonians had a close connection with the archbishopric of Hamburg).\(^{61}\) Second, as some sources tell us, the archbishops often tried to set Christian slaves free when they encountered them in Scandinavian trading centers. Third, and most importantly, they most probably endeavored to establish new suffragan bishoprics in Denmark. The earliest known names that can be identified as belonging to Danish bishops were recorded in the Ingelheim church council in 948, whilst the earliest testimony of Danish bishoprics is found in the diploma issued by Otto I in 965.\(^{62}\) Three Jutlandic bishoprics of Slesvig, Ribe and Aarhus are mentioned in the charter. In addition to these three, a new bishopric, Odense in Funen, which was recorded in the diploma by Otto 3,\(^{63}\) was established by 988, and soon some other important new bishoprics followed, such as those at Roskilde and Lund, which had been established by the year 1000.\(^{64}\) The 988 diploma makes it clear that all new Danish bishoprics had estates in the neighboring areas.\(^{65}\) Considering that all of these bishoprics were suffragan churches of the archbishopric of Hamburg, we can readily

---

60 Adam von Bremen, *Gesta Hammaburgensis ecclesiae pontificum* I–59 (p. 228): Postquam vero confessor Dei pervenit ad Danos, ubi tunc crudelissimum Worm diximus regnasse, illum quidem pro ingenita flectere nequivit saevitia; filium autem regis Haroldum sua dicitur predicatione lucratus.
63 MGH Diplomata regum et imperatorum Germaniaecl: Ottonis III. Diplomata (Hannover 1893), no. 41: Omnium fideliem nostrorum, tam presentium, quam futurorum piae devotioni pateat, quammodo nos ob petitionem et interventum dilecti nostri Adaldagi, Bremensis ecclesiae videilet venerabilis archiepiscopi, ac pro statu et incolumitate regni nostri, quicquid proprietatis in regno Danorum ad ecclesias in honorem Dei constructas, videilet Slesuisiuensenn, Ripensem, Arusensem, Othenesuisiuensem uel ad hic pertinere videtur, uel in futurum adquiratur, ab omni censu uel seruitio nostri iuris absoluimus: ut et episcopis prescriptarum ecclesiaram, absque ualla comitis vel alicuius fisici nostri exactoris infestatione serviant et succumbant, volumus et firmiter iubemus.
65 See n. 63.
see that the mission, and the corresponding establishment of new churches, led to the expansion of jurisprudence and income enjoyed by the archbishopric. The archbishopric of Hamburg also planned to incorporate Denmark, depending on the behavior of the Ottonians.

4. Was Scandinavia a world without any documentation?

As I have mentioned, certain ways of communicating were established between Denmark and the continent. The fixing of boundaries, the establishment of trade agreements and the granting of permission to convert the populace were all made through the legates of each side, while some rituals for negotiation were observed, particularly in the establishment of trade agreements. Because Carolingian and Ottonian historiographers were not concerned with the political culture of the Danes, we can only find fragmentary data about them in the historical sources. However, many instances of communication between the two worlds would have occurred at that time. Scandinavia in the early middle ages was undoubtedly different from the continent in both language and script, a fact which created marked differences in the social system and in political culture. In spite of these differences, however, a way of communication was found which connected each region together.

Here we have to remember a significant problem arising from the salient difference between the two worlds: the legal documentation system. As I mentioned at the beginning of this presentation, no legal documents exist from Denmark dated earlier than the latter half of the eleventh century. Were legal documents unknown to the Danes, then? I will refer to a suggestive example, although it was not produced in the continent: the treaty determining the boundary between Alfred the Great and Guthrum.66 This famous treaty, which supposedly established the so-called Danelaw, is transmitted to the present times as a copy.67 The contents of this treaty were “agreed and confirmed by oath”, which suggests that this treaty was read aloud and probably written down in the presence of the Danes.68 This document was made in England, but we may imagine a similar situation pertaining in the process of concluding some treaties on the continent. If there were no legal documents in the archive of the kingdom, Carolingian and Ottonian historiographers could not have written down concrete information, as in the case of the above-mentioned trade agreements.

The Danes certainly would not have produced any such complicated legal documents apart from runic inscriptions. However, we cannot also conclude that they did not recognize any documents at all. As already mentioned, the Danes communicated with other civilizations at a time when continental documents were long established, having functioned since the Carolingian age. Danish legates, who attended kings’ councils on the continent, would also have watched how such documents functioned in each particular context. After the creation of the bishoprics in Denmark some legal documents would have been in use, although only in the bishoprics. Having encountered legal documents here and there, then, the Scandinavians would probably have understood something of their importance and function long before the introduction of the Latin documentation system to Denmark in the 11th century.

Carolingian and Ottonian historiographers were unconcerned about the way in which

---


67 This treaty is found the Corpus Christi Colledge MS 383, which was edited in Saint Paul in London in the last stages of 11th century or in the first of the 12th century.

68 Felix Lieberman, Gesetze der Angelsachsen. Halle 1901, vol. 1, pp. 126–9: Dis is ðæt frið, ðæt Ælfred cyninc 7 Gyðrum cyning 7 ealles Angelcynnes witan 7 eal seo ðeðe ðe on Eastænglum beðo ealle gecewedan habbað 7 mid aðum gefeostnod for hy sylfe 7 for heora gingran, ge for geborene ge for ungeborene, ðe Godes miltse reccen oððe ure....
Scandinavians communicated or negotiated with continental magnates. This indifference of the writers to the Scandinavians led to a lack of sources describing the Danish legal system. However, we must accept that there was frequent contact between the continent and the Danes, and also accept that the same Danes who frightened and devastated the Carolingians and the Ottonians eventually entered a world governed by documentation on the continent. Both the memorizing and the forgetting of historical facts depend upon the interests of the historiographer who interprets and selects historical information. Those who are interested in the history of the Scandinavians have to collect concrete facts and reconstruct the most probable history: in this case, by being wary of the attitudes of the Carolingian and Ottonian historiographers.